
Which jockeys are doing the business/improving?  

 

 

I’ve copied this image from someone I follow on twitter, who’s an avid user of Timeform I think. (too 

expensive for me!) I believe it shows the ‘running to form’ % , which in this case is those that are 

running to their timeform rating, or indeed beyond it I assume. The figures on the far right are for 

2018/19, vs the average since 15/16. Green is good, (rider is improving), red not so much! 

In summary… Wayne Hutchinson is doing very well, the hype around Harry Cobden is clearly 

merited, Ruby is just Ruby – ultra consistent still, Mark Walsh is better than Barry Geraghty (who still 

seems to be consistent, but the former appears to be getting better) and Henry Brooke… well he just 

appears to be improving year on year since 2016/17. Nico de Boinville hasn’t done too badly either.  

 

Henry Brooke 

In this report I want to just focus on Henry Brooke for now. I’ve noted him riding a few winners of 

late and in fact in 2019 he’s 5/25,10p, +8 BFSP.  

What could be behind his recent transformation/improvement? Maybe an idea from a recent 

newspaper article… 



 

 

He’s much stronger than he was and determined to ride what he can. He is undoubtedly an upgrade 

when sat on many horses, compared to who may have been on them previously, especially ‘up 

north’.  (his booking could often be significant as an indication as to the horse’s chance today)  

As I write he’s just made all to win the last race at Sedgefield. That’s now 6/21 in the last 14 days I 

believe. He’s certainly in form.  

Some stats… 

Well I’m just going to look from the start of 2018. Yes it’s arguably small samples but the hope is to 

find the odd angle in it’s infancy, knowing that as per the timeform table above, he appears to be 

getting better as a jockey.  

 

Micro Angle 

• Henry Brooke  

• All CHASES / NHF  

• Class 4 or 5  

• 25/1 or shorter SP (guide, 0/20,1p over this)  

 

101 bets / 24 wins / 41 places / 24% sr / +91 SP / +135 BFSP / AE 1.57 / Chi 5.91  

• Those sent off 7/1 or shorter: 18/50,28p , +34 SP  

• Riding in the North East or Yorkshire: 16/47, 21p, +76 SP, +109 BFSP  

• In class 1 he is 3/10,3p, +14.48 BFSP  

• Those running in SAME CLASS as LTO: 16/53, 22p, 30% sr, +142 BFSP  

• Those with 0-1 RUN in National Hunt Race Type : 15/42,18p, 36% sr , +91 BFSP 

• Those with 0-1 WIN in National Hunt Race Type: 23/84,37p, 27% sr, +146 BFSP   



From those stats above, when Brooke DID NOT ride the horse LTO 

50 bets / 15 wins / 25p / 30% sr / +77 SP / +109 BFSP / AE 2.21/ Chi 11.49  

 

Within those initial micro angle ‘rules’ above, in Handicap Hurdles he’s only 4/76, 20p.. -27 SP. After 

his winner at Sedgefield on the 21/01/19 he’s now 2/5,2p in 2019, so is something to watch. It would 

make logical sense I think why he may be better generally over fences, or with younger unexposed 

horses in NHF races- it could be argued they’re a greater test of skill/pace judgement/ jumping 

rhythm than handicap hurdles, where in general he may have been getting on some mediocre 

animals that even AP wouldn’t get home in-front.  

* 

That’s all for this ‘report’, I hope you’ve found it useful. I’ll take a close look at Wayne Hutchinson at 

some point to see if I can unearth any angles.  

Josh  

 

 


